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Christmas Day / John 1:1-14 

December 25, 2018 at St. John’s Parish 

 

I’m what they call a city girl - 

Or at the very least, a suburban girl. 

I was born and raised in New Jersey, 

And as soon as I could, 

I fled to bigger and louder and brighter cities. 

Which means I’ve spent most of my life in places  

where it is nearly impossible to find real darkness. 

No matter the time of day, in New York City or Boston or New Haven 

there is always a window, a traffic light, a distant plane 

Shining from somewhere after the sun goes down. 

I didn’t have any experience in wilderness until my late 20s. 

And never having been in true, deep darkness, 

I can’t say that I ever really understood  

The power of light. 

 

A few years ago, my new boyfriend - 

His name was Nathan, maybe you’ve heard of him - 

invited me to visit his hometown. 

He grew up in a very small town in the mountains,  

hours away from the closest big city. 

One night, after dinner,  

he told me he wanted to show me the stars. 

I grabbed my coat and followed him out to the driveway, 

Not expecting anything extraordinary. 

But when I looked up, 

tears began silently streaming down my face. 

I didn’t know that many stars even existed. 

It was the first time I had ever seen the Milky Way 

With my own eyes, 
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A glittering ribbon of light 

Only visible against the true 

And palpable darkness 

In the sky above a tiny mountain town. 

Somehow, I was able to witness more of this beautiful, 

Otherworldly light 

Because the darkness was so deep. 

Somehow, I saw more profoundly into the darkness  

because of all the light. 

And there we stood, 

witnesses to this beautiful tension. 

 

Darkness and Light. 

The gospel writer uses  

one of the most primal analogies  

of our human existence  

to tell a story about God. 

How God entered the world, 

became one of us, 

And changed everything. 

Instead of the baby in the manger,  

We hear a different origin story this morning: 

That Jesus arrives as the light of the world. 

It’s powerful in its simplicity. 

In its universal experience. 

 

The downside to using such an analogy 

Is our instinct to over-simplify it. 

Light is good, beautiful, God. 

Dark is evil, bad, not God. 

But I keep returning to that memory of  

The milky way. 
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Of being a witness  

To hidden, distant light 

Because of,  

not in spite of,  

the dark. 

It makes me question 

My too-easy understanding of light and darkness. 

Makes me question if I understand  

what the gospel tells us today about Jesus 

And about who we should be in response. 

 

I am struck that this passage declares 

That the light shines in the darkness 

Here, the darkness isn’t eliminated; 

It is still present.  

After all: could we believe in a faith,  

a Christian narrative,  

A Christmas story,  

that tells us that darkness no longer exists?  

We witness it fall each night.  

We see it in every suffering face.  

We feel it in the depths of grief and loneliness in our own hearts.  

To be people of faith in this world 

Often means acknowledging the darkness 

Within and beyond us 

And naming it for what it is. 

 

Poet Adrienne Rich talks about the void 

The dark core within each of us 

“We begin out of this void,” she writes, 

Out of death, rebirth; out of nothing, something.” 

Br. Curtis Almquist writes about the importance of finding God   
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“in the darkened places,  

where you suffer (maybe secretly) and long,  

and where you wonder how you can ever make it,  

and where you must wait,  

...it can be the most marvelous time of gestation.” 

Out of chaos and confusion: life. 

Out of the darkness of suffering: a child. 

To be people of faith in this world 

Is to understand  

we know Light 

Because we see it in contrast 

To the overwhelming darkness. 

 

We often associate light 

with goodness and purity and holiness. 

But does the analogy stop there? 

Sunlight also burns and ignites. 

Glare can blind us. 

We use the expression ‘brought to light’  

When an ugly truth that has been buried 

becomes known. 

What light exposes is not always good 

Or beautiful or even neutral. 

Though we may ache for the darkness to yield,  

light can actually be terrifying. 

It is full of truth we often don’t want to hear. 

But light forces us confront ourselves,  

our communities, our world  

as we really are. 

C.S. Lewis said, 

“I believe in Christianity as I believe that the Sun has risen,  

not only because I see it  
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but because by it,  

I see everything else.”  

the darkness persists but is not overcome... 

Because the way we look at it has changed. 

 

So, this Christmas,  

as we celebrate God’s arrival with us, 

in human form, 

How can we enter this analogy? 

Where do we place ourselves in the narrative? 

 

What I love the most about John the Baptist 

is how well he seemed to know himself -  

his talents, his call, -  

and know exactly who he WASN’T. 

He himself was not the light, but he came to testify to the light.  

We are asked to understand ourselves the same way. 

To recognize that much of our lives is spent in the darkness. 

To hold this and know it, 

But to share the light when we see it. 

To reflect and witness what we receive. 

 

When I was a little girl,  

I collected prisms of all shapes and sizes. 

They didn’t look like much on their own - 

Strange, geometrical pieces of glass and plastic. 

In fact, when the light was dim, 

They blended into their surroundings perfectly. 

My childhood bedroom had tall windows 

Topped by half-moon shaped panes of glass. 

I placed each prism lovingly there. 

And on mornings when the sun rose brightly 
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It would hit each prism, 

And rivers of light refracted on 

the walls in a burst of rainbows. 

We are prisms. 

We keep vigil in the darkness, 

But when the light comes -  

The glittering ribbon of light 

That cuts through the deepest dark 

With hope, redemption,  

And love more powerful than death -  

Our lives can create beautiful evidence  

That testifies to it. 

 

 


